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ABSTRACT cycle make it increasingly desirable to run arithmetic designs
The optimization of arithmetic circuits has always been es- through the standard design flow of synthesis with standard
sentially a manual task: arithmetic experts study the best cells and timing-driven place and route.
architectures for arithmetic components and write libraries When this is the case, libraries of standard arithmetic
of generators, and designers instantiate library components components in the form of parametric generators are often
and rely on logic synthesizers to obtain good implementa- used in the front-end of logic synthesizers-DesignWare by
tions. In this paper we look at the capabilities of com- Synopsys is a well-known and widely used example. The role
mercial synthesizers when it comes to arithmetic circuits, of logic synthesis in the design of complex arithmetic cir-
and observe that they are essentially unable to switch from cuits is relatively minor: arithmetic circuits usually involve
one arithmetic architecture to another (e.g., from a ripple- extremely large combinatorial blocks which can only be lo-
carry to a carry-lookahead adder). Therefore, users relying cally optimized through the capabilities of typical synthesiz-
on logic synthesis miss most optimization potentials. We ers. This limitation is circumvented to some extent by sup-
therefore investigate algorithms for factorization which can plying logic synthesizers with partially structured arithmetic
prepare structured VHDL or Verilog for synthesizers to im- components: arithmetic generators implement specific archi-
plement, and show first steps into pruning the search space tectures (e.g., adders in carry-propagate or carry-lookahead
from many irrelevant or equivalent solutions. Our results form, depending on the high-level optimization goals) of-
are still very limited in complexity but we show that our ten in the form of automatically-generated technology in-
techniques successfully concentrate on the automatic explo- dependent netlists whose handcrafted structure guides logic
ration of very different solutions, and discover architectures synthesizers in the right direction. This approach has the
known and unknown to expert designers, such as different drawback of still requiring experts to prepare the libraries
types of adders, the carry-save representation, or improved in the first place, and, more significantly, misses any seri-
multipliers. This is a first step toward a class of arithmetic ous optimization across individual arithmetic components.
optimizers which sit on top of classic logic synthesizers. Some synthesizers, such as Design Compiler Ultra, make up

for this lack with limited ad-hoc optimizations-e.g., to infer
the use of the carry-save representation [103. Besides these,

1. INTRODUCTION the burden stays with the designers.
The exponential increase in complexity of Application- In this paper we make an attempt to understand what it

Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) and the ever growing takes to automatically synthesize optimal arithmetic struc-
requirements in terms of performance and energy efficiency tures, in complete independence from specific arithmetic ar-
demand more pervasively complex digital arithmetic cir- chitectures known a priori. Essentially, this turns out to be
cuits finely tuned to an application. Such circuits for sig- an instance of the well-known problem of multiple-level logic
nal and media processing are typically at the heart of ded- optimization [5] where we aggressively try to avoid heuristic
icated hardware accelerators connected to processors or are simplifications. We make first steps in simplifying the prob-
customized parts of RISC or VLIW processors where they lem in such a way as to exploit at best the capabilities of
implement rich instruction-set extensions. Although arith- logic synthesizers and concentrate the architectural explo-
metic circuits are still, in many cases, hand crafted by ex- ration on the part that these cannot achieve. Our final goal
perienced designers, the reduced time available for a design would be to add an arithmetic-level optimizer in front of

any logic synthesizer which would automatically structure
any arithmetic circuit much in the same way as handcrafted
components from traditional libraries are. We exemplify

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for what we mean by structuring in the next section.
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to 2. MOTIVATIONALEXAMPLE
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specificAnadrcnbderidinmywysasybocly
permission and/or a fee.
DAC 2006, July 24-28, 2006, San Francisco, California,USA. shown in Fig. 1. The first one is what we describe as a fiat
Copyright 2006 ACM 1-59593-381-6/06/0007 ...............$5.00. adder in which all the output bits are calculated indepenl-
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crafting ever improving architectures for all fundamental
circuits of interest [7]. Only rare cases of algorithmic opti-

s3 s2 si so c
7 mizations for very specific circuits have been reported in the

"Flat"Adder literature; examples include variable group-size carry looka-
s3 s2 si sO head adders [6] and irregular partial-product compressors

Ripple-Carry for multipliers [9]. These examples correspond to typical
Adder mlilesLJ xmlstA 7 57 \7 57 \ 6\57 manual optimizations which have been formulated as solv-

able optimization problems but are, of course, absolutely
Vc5V V c3V c2 VclV co An Ir specific to particular components and architectures. More

Adder general approaches still address only very specific classes
s6 s5 s4 s3 s2 si sO of optimizations; an example is the inference of carry-save

structures in some peculiar situations [11].
Figure 1: Three adders with different delay and The general problems of multiple-level logic optimization
area: the different forms of reuse of common subex- and of factorization has been usually addressed without spe-
pressions across different bits of the output heavily cial attention to arithmetic circuits. It is an old well-studied
influence their performances. problem [5] and it is fundamentally related to division. Clas-

sic work on kernels (such as [2, 3]) is based on algebraic divi-
sion, which is particularly ineffective in XOR dominated cir-

dently. The second one is a typical ripple-carry adder, where cuits, as most arithmetic circuits are. Emphasis in the late
for the computation of each sum and carry bit, the previous eighties and early nineties was often on heuristics to exploit
carry is used. The third one is an adder where, in the com- don't care situations-an important case in control logic and
putation of some of the carry bits, previous carry bits are finite-state machines, but almost inexistent in arithmetic cir-
used, while other carry bits are computed independently. cuits. On the other hand, we focus here on the optimization
Although the three circuits represent the same function, a of AND-XOR forms, and on the search of all Pareto-optimal

synthesizer gives significantly different results for the three circuits rather than on individual heuristic solutions.
adders: in a given technology, synthesizing with maximum Boolean division is known to be a superior way of find-
optimization effort for best delay, the flat adder results in ing common terms [5, 3], especially useful in XOR-rich cir-
a delay of 0.49ns and an area of 691,pm2, the ripple-carry cuits, but it is very expensive computationally despite ef-
adder of 0.41ns and 385 AMm2, and the third one of 0.34ns forts to make it more efficient [4]. We will use a division
and 534b1m2. At this point one might think that flat adder methodology close to the Boolean one but based on Gr6bner
is the one which should have minimum delay, but since the bases [1], as used in commercial symbolic algebra packages,
currently used heuristics are not able to factorize the flat and on describing the circuit to implement in the Reed-
expression optimally, it results in a circuit with significantly Muller form [3]. Symbolic algebra has received considerable
larger delay and area as compare to other circuits. Ideally, attention in the recent years as a way to simplify complex
if one gives any description of an adder to the synthesizer computation in hardware, in software, and to improve the
and asks for an implementation with best area, one should reuse of special instructions (e.g., see [8] for one of the ear-
automatically get the ripple-carry adder or a similar design, liest works in the area). The work of Peymandoust and
while if one asks for an implementation with smallest de- De Micheli is focused at the word level-that is, to try to
lay, the irregular adder should be implemented. Yet, syn- make the best use of components from existing arithmetic
thesizers optimize circuits only somehow locally and seldom libraries. We will attempt, in a not dissimilar way, to use
cross "architectural boundaries" between different classes of symbolic algebra but at the bit level-that is, to implement
implementations of arithmetic components. Our goal is to better such components.
supply synthesizers with structured descriptions which make
them synthesize the best architecture in every instance. 4. PROBLEM DEFINITION
What is different between these three adders? Not the

logic functions, because of course they are all producing the Given a set of Boolean functions representing an arith-
same outputs. There are two main differences: The first metic component, our goal is to enumerate all possible fac-
difference is in the Common Sub-Expressions (CSEs) ex- torizations which expose CSEs common to more than one of
pressing the reuse of prior intermediate results for further the functions in the set. In particular, we look for all those
computations (e.g., use the carry of the previous bit as a which (1) are Pareto-optimal-that is, circuits that are bet-
starting point to compute a given sum bit), and, the second ter in area and/or in critical-path delay than any other and
difference is in the in the factorization of the expressions. which (2) are not equivalent for logic synthesis.
Clearly, this is the additional information which the synthe- We aim a tool which takes any description of the func-
sizer needs and exploits; if such information is missing, the tions to implement (such as the VHDL corresponding to
synthesizer uses its own heuristics to factorize the expres- the Flat Adder of Fig. 1) and produces synthesizable de-
sions and find CSEs, yielding suboptimal results. What we scriptions which have different CSEs exposed between the
need to build is a preprocessor rewriting the logic functions various functions (such as the VHDL corresponding to the
of a complex arithmetic component in all possible ways and other adders of Fig. 1). We want to leverage the strength of
thus using all combinations of CSEs. common logic synthesizers in optimizing simple expressions

but we want to help the synthesizer by pre-structuring ap-

3 STATEOFTHE ART ~~~~~~~propriately the circuit. For this, we consider equivalent for3. STTIFTH Rogic synthesis (although this might not be perfectly true
Computer arithmetic has been for decades one of the rich- in every case) any factorization that differs only in the way

est areas of research in design optimization, mostly by hand- a subexpression is factorized. In other words, two descrip-
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tions are not equivalent for us if at least one of the CSEs getPareto (function f = (El, E2)) {set S=shared by two or more functions in one of the descriptions Set F =
is different from all CSEs in the other description. Limiting forall common subexpressions S between E1 and E2 {
ourselves to solutions which are not equivalent in this sense S = getPareto(S);E'= rep Lace (S, s, El);will help us reduce considerably the search space. IrepLace(S. s, E2);

Additionally, we also reduce the search space by not pur- II E' and E' are the expressions which are
suing particular solutions as soon as we can show that they 1/ obtained by replacing subexpression S in El
cannot be Pareto-optimal. We build an implicit enumera- and E2 by a variable s.

tion tree exploring all possible CSEs and our problem is es- Set £2 = getPareto(E});
sentially that of pruning it efficiently from all the leaves and forall Sk E S {
branches that are either guaranteed to be Pareto-inferior or Set El =

i ;
Set E2 =0equivalent for logic synthesis. We call this problem selective Set D = 0;

factorization and describe our first attempt to its solution forall E E £1 {
in the Section 6. In the next section we discuss the funda- insert(rep lace(s, Sk, E), £E);insert(delay(repiRace(s, Sk, E)), D2) }mental building block of our factorization mechanism. forall E e £

l
{

insert(replace(s, Sk, E), £2);
insert(dZelay(replace(s, S~,, E)), 72)}5. GROBNER BASES AND DIVISION forall D E D {

The problem of factorization is directly related to division. E= findMin(£, D);
Algebraic division is a fast way of performing division but =findMin(S, D) finds the implementation
it misses many results of practical interest; Boolean division 1/ from the set S whose delay is bounded by
gives much better results, but it is computationally very ID and has the smallest area among all

gives // such implementations.intensive. One of the problems in algebraic division is that insert((Eli, E2j), F); } } }
it treats literals such as a and a independently and hence return F; I
ignores Boolean properties like a AND a = 0 or a OR = 1.
For instance, let's consider the two expressions El a+b+c Figure 2: Algorithm to compute the Pareto-optimal
and E2 = a.b-c OR -ab-*c OR a b c OR a b c, where implementationsoftwo functions £1 and £2.
+ indicates XOR and indicates AND. It is easy to see
that two expressions are identical and hence the common
expression of El and E2 should be the whole expression; to further reduce them. Note that mostly our techniques
algebraic division will fail to recognise this fact. are conservative-i.e., they never discard a Pareto-optimal
Gr6bner bases are a well known method used for multino- implementation but conversely also retain nonoptimal ones.

mial division. It is based on the fact that polynomials over a We begin in the next section by splitting our problem into
field (JR [Xl, X2, , xm]) form a ring. Since Boolean expres- two: (1) enumerating all possible CSEs across several logic
sion with operations AND and OR do not form a ring, we functions and (2) identify all Pareto-optimal implementa-
cannot use Grobner division for Boolean expressions. How- tions of a single function. We then consider in Sections 6.2
ever if we convert the Boolean expressions into Reed-Muller and 6.3 various techniques to solve the first problem effi-
form (XOR-sum of product form [3]), we obtain a ring over ciently. We conclude in Section 6.4 by showing that the
the field GF(2) and we can apply Grobner bases. We use the second problem is nothing else than a special case of the
function reduce in Maple 9 for multinomial division. This general problem, and suggest how it can be handled.
function takes two expressions-dividend (A) and divisor 6.1 Two Independent Problems
(B)-and an ordering among the variables as inputs and di-
vides A by B in such a way that the resulting remainder Two theorems help us split the problem at hand into two
is lexicographically smallest according to the input ordering independent ones. The first theorem essentially states that
among variables. We use the AND or the XOR of a pair of when we look at a CSE across two or more functions, we
variables as divisor and try all possible ordering among the are interested only in Pareto-optimal implementations of
variables. Note that Maple does not recognise the Boolean the CSE to obtain Pareto-optimal implementations of the
property x2 = x. We force this property in one direction by functions. Now a natural approach to compute all Pareto-
dividing the remainder by (x2 _ x), which will replace all optimal implementations of El and E2 is to find all the CSEs
occurrences of x2 by x; on the other hand, we cannot do the and their Pareto-optimal implementations. For each imple-
opposite transformation, and therefore the division we use mentation Sk of a CSE, we should compute all implementa-
is less effective than Boolean division. tions of E£ and E2 which use Sk as the implementation of

the corresponding CSE. If there are m such implementations

6. SELECTIVE FACTORIZATION of El and n such implementations of E2, then, by consider-6. SELECTIVE FACTORIZATION ing all the m * n combinations, we can get all Pareto-optimal
In this section we discuss how we search for possible fac- implementations of E£ and E2. However thanks to a second

torizations with CSEs, and prune the space of interesting theorem whose proof we omit, we do not need to consider
factorizations while we proceed. Some pruning of the in- all m n combinations: instead, only m + n are sufficient to
finitely many implementations of a circuit is absolutely triv- generate all Pareto-optimal implementations.
ial: any circuit can be transformed in one equivalent by in- Fig. 2 shows the algorithm based on the two theorems
serting a couple of inverters on a wire, and the resulting cir- that generates all Pareto-optimal implementations of £1 and
cuit is clearly not Pareto-optimal. Unfortunately, avoiding £2. The algorithm can be easily extended to more than two
these solutions is by far not sufficient to contain the num- functions. We have thus partitioned the problem of find-
ber of useful solutions and we use a number of techniques ing all Pareto-optimal implementations of a set of functions
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Figure 3: CSE-enumeration between two functions.
Considering the maximal CSE, one might actually a = (a + b) + b = s + b), and such replacements can alsoConcresider theritiaximathdelayCSEonemightactbe useful in reducing hardware area. We class these newincrease the critical path delay. variables in two types: s-variables if they occur in both

expressions (and we call the corresponding reduction an s-
*1abed+ abel reduction), or t-variables, if they occur only in one of the two

expressions (the reduction is then a t-reduction). The DAG
s1 Wc*1 ade.ds,.z 1 1 31.- idA, * bacan be constructed in a depth-first manner using a recursive

algorithm. All the nodes except the ones which are derived
5oe0 32 - - b3|by t-reductions correspond to a shared subexpression within

a single expression. The s-variables correspond to the CSEs
we are interested into.

vieaoig nods One might think that, since we are interested in finding
c d a b a b the CSEs of two expressions, we should consider only s-

D XAcN/c d g) b d a c reductions. Yet, considering only s-reductions we may miss
_;$ } \ 8 2;;$ g; some possible CSEs between two expressions which might

AND \ < >bindeed lead to a Pareto-optimal implementation. An exam-

E2 12 A , ple of this situation is illustrated in Fig. 4, where the missing
E1 ) BOa E2 node corresponds to a Pareto-optimal implementation.

However, most of the time the t-reductions are unneces-
El E1 sary and can be avoided. Note that at any node in the DAG

there are 0(k2) transformations possible where k is the num-
Figure 4: Using only s-reductions, one might miss ber of variables in the Boolean expressions corresponding to
Pareto-optimal implementations. the current node. Since in each transformation the amor-

tised reduction in the sizes of Boolean expression is 0(1),
the number of transformations from the root to the leave

into two independent problems: The first problem consists nodes can be as large as the size of the original Boolean ex-
in finding all CSEs between each pair of functions. The pression. Hence, without any pruning, the size of the DAG
second problem consists of finding all Pareto-optimal imple- can be up to 0((n + m)2m), where n is the number of vari-
mentations of a single expression. We will consider the two ables in the original Boolean expressions and m is the size
problems separately in the coming sections. of the original Boolean expressions. In the next section we

discuss the techniques to reduce the growth of the DAG.
6.2 Basic Strategy to Find All CSEs

For the sake of simplicity we will consider only CSEs 6.3 Pruning the CSE Enumeration Graph
across two functions at a time; the generalization to mul- A given expression can be written in various ways, and
tiple functions is trivial. To enumerate all CSEs, we build a therefore the same variable s can be obtained on many paths
Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) where each node corresponds in the DAG. For instance, the variable s = a * b + a c can
to a partial implementation of the two expressions with some be obtained in two ways: either si = b + c, s = a S1, or
sharing between them (an example is shown in Fig. 3). The S2 = a * b, 83 = a c, and s = S2 + 83. Hence, we need
node at the root of the DAG corresponds to the original ex- to recognise identical CSEs because they may correspond
pressions of the two output bits and the leaves of the DAG to equivalent nodes in the enumeration DAG. On the other
correspond to full implementations of the two expressions. hand, one should notice that if a subexpression sl of s is
At each node of the DAG we define some reductions to other used not only to compute one of the copies of s but also
nodes. A reduction takes two variables a and b from one of elsewhere for a different purpose, the two copies of s should
the two expressions and either replaces all occurrences of not be considered equivalent as they can grant different fu-
a + b by a new variable, or replaces all occurrences of a b ture sharing potentials descending in the DAG. To check the
by a new variable. Note that sometimes even partial oc- equivalence of two s-variables we define the effective value of
currences of a + b can be replaced by new variables (e.g., an s-variable: it represents the value of s expressed in terms
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checkAteutral (function f = (E1, E2), var a, var b) { works rather effectively and did not prevent any further s-
if(! isTReduction((El, E2), a-b)) return false;
expression E, abCoeff, aCoeff, bCoeff; reductions in any of the cases considered. This is based on
if (! isPresent (El, a-b)) E = E1; delaying a t-reduction as much as possible and hence reduc-
else E = E2; ing the number of branches emanating from a node. Sup-
abCoeff = coeff CE, a-b);emntg
aCoeff = coeff (E, a) - abCoeff; pose that at some particular node there exists a s-reduction
bCoeff = coeff (E, b) - abCoeff; which does not increase the minimum delay of the function;
forall variables x in abCoeff { then at that node we need not to apply any t-reductions.

if(!isTReduction((Ei, E2), a-x)) return false; Then ra thatneeedu no to p reductinc sif(' isTReduction((Ei, E2), b-x)) return false; } The reason iS that t-reductions serve to prevent increases
if(1 E terms(abCoeff)) { in the critical path delay in the corresponding branch, and

forall terms t in bCoeff { that purpose is now served by the s-reduction. The problem
if(! sTReduction((Ei, E2), a+t)) return false; with this approach is that we do not know how to calculate

forall terms t in aCoeff {
if(! isTReduction((E1, E2), b+t)) return false; } } the minimum delay of a circuit because this in turn requires

return true; } factorization. However, in some specific cases, it is possible
to compare the minimum delay of two circuits without anyFigure 6: Algorithm for checking whether a reduc- additional assumption.

tion t = a b is neutral.
6.4 Pareto-Optimal Implementations of a Sin-

gle Expression
of all the s-variables which are used also elsewhere and of T se approa
primary inputs. The same effective value of two s variables

i a h h nl . uused with minor modifications to find all Pareto-optimal
by renaming them with an identical name. The effective implementations of a single expression, and hence this be-valuenofmsngcanhbe easiy obanidenedcb recursively substitting comes a special case of the global problem. In this casevale o s an eesil obaied y rcurivey sbsttutng too, we define s-reductions, but here this indicates thatthe effective values of only the s-variables which are used ex- too wesdefine s-reductions, buter ethis i nceta
clusively in si. A system of hash tables is used to efficiently the corresponding subexpression is used more than once in
check whether an s-variable with a given effective value ex-I the iapredion If there are
ists. A similar equivalence can be established by defining nsreductions appl le,ethe expressin ha onyaine
in an analogous way the effective value of t-variables. This Pareto-optimal implementation, which can be obtained by
strategy helps in reducing the DAG size considerably be- applying a two-greedy approach.
cause by unifying the s- and t-variables, different nodes may Rbecome the same. Examples of effective values of s,'s and 7. EXPERIMENTS
ti's are shown in Fig. 5. We implemented our algorithm using Maple 9 and we used
One can notice that even after merging the DAG nodes us- it as a front-end of Synopsys Design Compiler. The input

ing the above strategy there might exist two different nodes to our tool is the description of the flat functionality to im-
which have the same CSEs but which are treated differently. plement; in principle, the input could be any unoptimized
This happens due to their different structure in terms of t's VHDL description of the arithmetic component. We output
and it is possible that one formulation may later lead to a VHDL for all results and we synthesize them. Of course, we
sharing between the two output expressions which cannot envisage the use of some rough estimators to select the small
be obtained through the other one. We define two nodes group of design that we actually want to synthesize-at the
as effectively equivalent if the latter possibility can be ruled current point in time we simply consider all solutions.
out. In principle, we should identify all effectively equiva- We have implemented three qualitatively different circuits:
lent nodes and merge them into a single node; unfortunately, adders, a parallel multiplier, and a three-input adder. Our
the problem of deciding whether two nodes are effectively goal is to show that our method explores all architectures of
equivalent is nontrivial. In order to check the equivalence interest. Essentially, these should include the ripple-carry
of two nodes we define a canonical form, which is obtained adder (CPA) and carry-lookahead adder (CLA) for the ad-
by applying on the expression of a node all the applicable dition, the combination of a carry-save compressor and final
t-reductions which are not preventing any s-reduction (we adder for the multiplier, and the use of carry-save addition
call such reductions neutral t-reductions). At every node, (CSA) for the three-input adder.
we replace its expression with its canonical form. In addi- Table 1 shows the results of the optimizations. "Flat" in-
tion to helping in checking for equivalent nodes, this also dicates the input of our tool if synthesized directly. "Best
reduces the number of branches corresponding to neutral Area" and "Best Delay" are two of the designs resulting from
t-reductions. The algorithm for checking whether, for two our optimizations (the best area indicated for the multiplier
variables a and b, the reduction t a b is neutral is shown is only the best area between a subset of the results which
in Fig. 6. The algorithm enlists all the reductions which we actually synthesized). The other entries represent either
are killed by this reduction and checks if any of them is manual structural designs ("CPA") or the synthesis of com-
a s-reduction. In case of algebraic division this would be ponents from DesignWare ("CLA" and "DesignWare"). As
an exact algorithm; however we might actually omit in rare expected, our algorithm finds all optimal circuits.
cases some s-reductions (no useful s-reduction was ever pre- Fig. 7 shows the area and delay of all 6-bit adders gen-
vented in our experiments, though). This is a case where our erated by our algorithm. One can notice that there are
pruning of the enumeration DAG is not strictly conservative, a handful of Pareto-optimal solutions (with only a limited
At this point we do not check for t = a +- b being a neutral trade-off due to the small design) but most solutions are
reduction because of the higher computation cost and of the far from optimality: this suggests significant improvements
more significant risk to to prevent useful s-reductions. possible to further reduce the number of branches explored
The last technique that we use is another heuristic which in the enumeration DAG.
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6-bit Adder Flat 691Jom2 0.49ns a, a, a, a, X
CPA 385pIm2 0.41ns b, b, b, b,
CLA 415,UM2 0.36ns a,b, a a a.b.

Best Area 366Mm2 0.38ns a,b, F1AabIab,
Best Delay 534 m2 0.34ns a,b, a,b, __

,bb,1
5 bit Adder Flat 496Mm' 0.36ns a,b, a,b, a,b a,b,

CPA 294Mm2 0.34ns
CLA 347Mm2 0.33ns P, P. P, P. P, P, P, P2

Best Area 264Mm2 0.34ns| ((a,b,)A(a,b,)A((a,b,)_((a,b,)$D(a,b,)) |.
Best Delay 359Mm2 0.32ns

CSA DesignWare 422Mm' 0.49ns
Best Area 385Mm2 0.39ns Figure 8: An illustration of complex dependencies
Best Delay 449Mm2 0.36ns among the partial product bits of a multiplier.

4 x 3-bit Multiplier Designware 613pmm 0.63ns
Best Area 644Mm2 0.48ns
Best Delay 776Mm2 0.43ns

pointed out in the experimental section, this is a consider-
Table 1: Optimization results for our benchmarks. able complexity reduction in the number of solutions and

in the complexity of the problem, but more work needs to
2400 be done for this type of technique to become of practical
2200 use-that is, to make it applicable to larger circuits. Our
2000 results indicate that we are still far away from producing
1800 , only Pareto-optimal solutions and, among other ideas, we

o1600 _ . are considering using some branch & bound techniques to
61400 . abandon early unpromising branches.
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